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Examines indigenous oral traditions and histories in order to explain the factors propelling
sociopolitical consolidation and the emergence of chiefdoms and kingdoms in nineteenthcentury southeastern Africa.
Ontroerend verhaal over vriendschap Raymie heeft een plan. Als ze 'Mini Miss Midden-Florida
Autobanden' wordt, komt ze vast in de krant. En als haar vader dat ziet, komt hij (misschien)
terug. Dan ontmoet Raymie twee andere deelnemers: Louise, die uit een showbizzfamilie
komt, en Billie, die vastbesloten is de boel te saboteren. Maar als de wedstrijd dichterbij komt,
ontstaat er een onwaarschijnlijke en onvergetelijke vriendschap. Een vriendschap die hun
twijfels doet vervagen. Een vriendschap die hen met nieuwe ogen naar de wereld doet kijken.
This was the most controversial and brutal British imperial conflict of the nineteenth century.
The real story of the Anglo-Zulu war was one of deception, dishonour, incompetence and
dereliction of duty by Lord Chelmsford who invaded Zululand without the knowledge of the
British Government. But it did not go to plan and there were many political repercussions.
Using new material from archives in Britain and South Africa, Saul David blows the lid on this
most sordid of imperial wars and comes to a number of startling new conclusions.
For the first time the 92-metre frieze of the Voortrekker Monument in Pretoria, one of the
largest historical narratives in marble, has been made the subject of a book. The pictorial
narrative of the Boer pioneers who conquered South Africa’s interior during the 'Great Trek'
(1835-52) represents a crucial period of South Africa’s past. Forming the concept of the frieze
both reflected on and contributed to the country’s socio-political debates in the 1930s and
1940s when it was made. The frieze is unique in that it provides rare evidence of the complex
processes followed in creating a major monument. Based on unpublished documents,
drawings and models, these processes are unfolded step by step, from the earliest discussions
of the purpose and content of the frieze through all the stages of its design to its shipping to
post-war Italy to be copied into marble and final installation in the Monument. The book
examines how visual representation transforms historical memory in what it chooses to
recount, and the forms in which it depicts this. It also investigates the active role the Monument
played in the development of apartheid, and its place in post-apartheid heritage. The second
volume, to be published later this year, expands on the first, considering each of the twentyseven scenes in depth, providing new insights into not only the frieze, but also South Africa’s
history.
This book publishes Martin Legassick's influential doctoral thesis on the preindustrial South
African frontier zone of Transorangia. The impressive formation of the Griqua states in the first
half of the nineteenth century outside the borders of the Cape Colony and their relations with
Sotho-Tswana polities, frontiersmen, missionaries and the British administration of the Cape
take centre stage in the analysis. The Griqua, of mixed settler and indigenous descent,
secured hegemony in a frontier of complex partnerships and power struggles. The author's
subsequent critique of the "frontier tradition" in South African historiography drew on the
insights he had gained in writing this dissertation. It served to initiate the debate about the
importance of the precolonial frontier situation in South Africa for the establishment of ideas of
race, the development of racial prejudice and, implicitly, the creation of segregationist and
apartheid systems. Today, the constructed histories of "Griqua" and other categories of
indigeneity have re emerged in South Africa as influential tools of political mobilisation and
claims on resources.

This reference identifies and explains the cultural, historical, and topical allusions in the
film Monty Python’s Meaning of Life, the Pythons’ third and final original feature as a
complete group. In this resource, virtually every allusion and reference that appears in
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the film is identified and explained —from Britain’s waning Empire through the Winter of
Discontent to Margaret Thatcher’s second-term mandate, from playing fields to battle
fields, and from accountant pirates to sacred sperm. Organized chronologically by
scene, the entries cover literary and metaphoric allusions, symbolisms, names,
peoples, and places; as well as the many social, cultural, and historical elements that
populate this film, and the Pythons’ work in general.
Two decades of commentary by the New York Times–bestselling author: “An
electrifying political essayist . . . uplifting . . . galvanizing.” —Booklist From the Booker
Prize-winning author of such works as The God of Small Things and The Ministry of
Utmost Happiness, My Seditious Heart collects nonfiction spanning over twenty years
and chronicles a battle for justice, rights, and freedoms in an increasingly hostile world.
Taken together, these essays are told in a voice of unique spirit, marked by
compassion, clarity, and courage. Radical and superbly readable, they speak always in
defense of the collective, of the individual, and of the land, in the face of the destructive
logic of financial, social, religious, military, and governmental elites. “Her lucid and
probing essays offer sharp insights on a range of matters, from crony capitalism and
environmental depredation to the perils of nationalism and, in her most recent work, the
insidiousness of the Hindu caste system. In an age of intellectual logrolling and massmanufactured infotainment, she continues to offer bracing ways of seeing, thinking and
feeling.” —Pankaj Mishra, Time Magazine Praise for Arundhati Roy: “Arundhati Roy
combines her brilliant style as a novelist with her powerful commitment to social justice
in producing these eloquent, penetrating essays.” —Howard Zinn “One of the most
confident and original thinkers of our time.” —Naomi Klein “The scale of what Roy
surveys is staggering. Her pointed indictment is devastating.” —The New York Times
Book Review
The Anglo-Zulu War of 1879 still intrigues both scholars and enthusiasts alike more
than 130 years after it was fought. Its story contains tragedy, high drama and the heavy
loss of human life; it involved five major battles and two lesser fights; and led to the
snuffing out of the direct male Napoleonic line of France. And all this in less than one
year.??Reflecting on several years' research, Keith Smith presents a series of essays
which explore hitherto unanswered questions and offer fresh insights into the key
battles and protagonists of this epic conflict. He presents some surprising conclusions
which differ, often radically, from more orthodox views.??He also sets out to reveal the
characters of the men – of both sides – who might otherwise have been simply names
on a page. They are not: they lived, loved, fought and died. Some were heroes while
others were less than that. Most were ordinary men who chose a military career and did
their best as far as they were able. White or black, British or colonial, they are all
brought to life and their unique stories told. This is an important contribution to our
understanding of this famous war and the men who fought in it.
This book offers an account of this understudied conflict dating from the early stage of
European colonialism in Africa, and unpacks the complex regional relationships
between different communities in the first half of 19th century.
A complex and layered analysis of the impact of Swiss missionaries on the ordering
and understanding of the African continent.
A both controversial and comprehensive historical analysis of how the British Empire worked,
from Wolfson Prize-winning author and historian John Darwin The British Empire shaped the
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world in countless ways: repopulating continents, carving out nations, imposing its own
language, technology and values. For perhaps two centuries its expansion and final collapse
were the single largest determinant of historical events, and it remains surrounded by myth,
misconception and controversy today. John Darwin's provocative and richly enjoyable book
shows how diverse, contradictory and in many ways chaotic the British Empire really was,
controlled by interests that were often at loggerheads, and as much driven on by others'
weaknesses as by its own strength.
The Kingdom forged by Shaka was once one of the most powerful and sophisticated black
states in Africa. It took the British at the height of their imperial power six months and a full
military campaign to bring the kingdom down. Thereafter, Zululand was broken up, consigned
to bitter civil war, and eventually annexed piecemeal, its land given over to white farmers, in a
saga of humiliation and loss. This book gives an account of the dramatic emergence and tragic
decline of the Zulu kingdom in the 19th century, based on research fieldwork. It ranges from
themes such as Zulu social and political organization, through analysis of the vivid
personalities and complex political maneuvrings of leading Zulu and their colonial opponents,
to descriptions of military campaigns and battles.
Why did some central African peoples embrace gun technology in the nineteenth century, and
others turn their backs on it? In answering this question, The Gun in Central Africa offers a
thorough reassessment of the history of firearms in central Africa. Marrying the insights of
Africanist historiography with those of consumption and science and technology studies,
Giacomo Macola approaches the subject from a culturally sensitive perspective that
encompasses both the practical and the symbolic attributes of firearms. Informed by the view
that the power of objects extends beyond their immediate service functions, The Gun in
Central Africa presents Africans as agents of technological re-innovation who understood guns
in terms of their changing social structures and political interests. By placing firearms at the
heart of the analysis, this volume casts new light on processes of state formation and military
revolution in the era of the long-distance trade, the workings of central African gender identities
and honor cultures, and the politics of the colonial encounter.
2009 Herskovits Award finalist In August 2004, South Africa officially legalized the practice of
traditional healers. Largely in response to the HIV/AIDS pandemic, and limited both by the
number of practitioners and by patients’ access to treatment, biomedical practitioners looked
toward the country’s traditional healers as important agents in the development of medical
education and treatment. This collaboration has not been easy. The two medical cultures
embrace different ideas about the body and the origin of illness, but they do share a history of
commercial and ideological competition and different relations to state power. Healing
Traditions: African Medicine, Cultural Exchange, and Competition in South Africa, 1820–1948
provides a long-overdue historical perspective to these interactions and an understanding that
is vital for the development of medical strategies to effectively deal with South Africa’s
healthcare challenges. Between 1820 and 1948 traditional healers in Natal, South Africa,
transformed themselves from politically powerful men and women who challenged colonial rule
and law into successful entrepreneurs who competed for turf and patients with white
biomedical doctors and pharmacists. To understand what is “traditional” about traditional
medicine, Flint argues that we must consider the cultural actors not commonly associated with
African therapeutics: white biomedical practitioners, Indian healers, and the implementing of
white rule. Carefully crafted, well written, and powerfully argued, Flint’s analysis of the ways
that indigenous medical knowledge and therapeutic practices were forged, contested, and
transformed over two centuries is highly illuminating, as is her demonstration that many
“traditional” practices changed over time. Her discussion of African and Indian medical
encounters opens up a whole new way of thinking about the social basis of health and healing
in South Africa. This important book will be core reading for classes and future scholarship on
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health and healing in South Africa.
Trevor Noahs bijzondere levensverhaal - van een arme jeugd onder de apartheid in Zuid-Afrika
tot geliefde comedian en presentator van The Daily Show - begon met een misdaad: zijn
geboorte. Hij werd, hoewel gemengde relaties verboden waren, geboren als zoon van een
blanke Europese vader en een zwarte Xhosa-moeder, die voor de buitenwereld moest doen
alsof ze zijn nanny was in de weinige momenten dat ze als gezin samen waren. Zijn briljante,
excentrieke moeder speelde een hoofdrol in zijn leven: ze was komisch en diepgelovig (ze
gingen zes dagen per week naar de kerk en op zondag zelfs drie keer), en hielp Trevor op zijn
hobbelige weg naar wereldfaam. Trevors belevenissen zijn afwisselend bizar, gevoelig en
hilarisch. Zo vertelt hij hoe ze rupsen aten als er geen geld was, hoe hij uit een auto werd
geslingerd tijdens een poging tot kidnapping, en over tienerverliefdheden in een door
huidskleur geobsedeerde maatschappij. Zijn verhalen schetsen een onvergetelijk portret van
een jongen die opgroeit in een snel veranderende wereld, gewapend met een scherp gevoel
voor humor en onvoorwaardelijke moederliefde.
In the winter of 1922-23 archaeologist Howard Carter and his wealthy patron George Herbert,
the Fifth Earl of Carnarvon, sensationally opened the tomb of Tutenkhamen. Six weeks later
Herbert, the sponsor of the expedition, died in Egypt. The popular press went wild with
rumours of a curse on those who disturbed the Pharaoh's rest and for years followed every
twist and turn of the fate of the men who had been involved in the historic discovery. Long
dismissed by Egyptologists, the mummy's curse remains a part of popular supernatural belief.
Roger Luckhurst explores why the myth has captured the British imagination across the
centuries, and how it has impacted on popular culture. Tutankhamen was not the first curse
story to emerge in British popular culture. This book uncovers the 'true' stories of two
extraordinary Victorian gentlemen widely believed at the time to have been cursed by the
artefacts they brought home from Egypt in the nineteenth century. These are weird and
wonderful stories that weave together a cast of famous writers, painters, feted soldiers, lowly
smugglers, respected men of science, disreputable society dames, and spooky spiritualists.
Focusing on tales of the curse myth, Roger Luckhurst leads us through Victorian museums,
international exhibitions, private collections, the battlefields of Egypt and Sudan, and the
writings of figures like Arthur Conan Doyle, Rider Haggard and Algernon Blackwood. Written in
an open and accessible style, this volume is the product of over ten years research in London's
most curious archives. It explores how we became fascinated with Egypt and how this
fascination was fuelled by myth, mystery, and rumour. Moreover, it provides a new and
startling path through the cultural history of Victorian England and its colonial possessions.
'The Secret' van Rhonda Byrne verscheen in 2006. Miljoenen mensen over de hele wereld
lazen het boek of bekeken de film. In april 2007 verscheen de Nederlandse vertaling van het
boek. De rest is geschiedenis. Inmiddels zijn er bijna 400.000 Nederlandse exemplaren van
het boek verkocht. De tiende jubileumeditie van het boek dat het leven van velen ingrijpend
heeft veranderd, nu met een gouden randje en een nieuw voor- en nawoord van de Rhonda
Byrne. The Secret helpt je bereiken wat je zelf voor onmogelijk houdt: geluk, succes,
gezondheid, geld, relaties. Wat is The Secret? Wat is het geheim van The Secret? Wat kan het
betekenen voor jou? 'The Secret' gaat in op de kracht van de Law of Attraction (Wet van de
Aantrekking). Technieken die hiervoor gebruikt worden zijn het zetten van een intentie of de
visualisatie van een droom. The Secret openbaart alle facetten van het geheim, dat het leven
transformeerde van iedereen die er ooit mee in aanraking kwam... Plato, Beethoven,
Shakespeare, Einstein. Leer het geheim kennen, bereik het onmogelijke... ‘Ik ben opgevoed
volgens de denkwijzen van ‘The Secret’'. En het werkt, dat merk ik bij alles wat ik doe. - Fajah
Lourens, bestsellerauteur van 'Killerbody dieet'. ‘Het boek heeft een veel interessantere
impact op m’n leven gehad dan geld verdienen. Ik leef relaxter, geniet meer van het moment,
ik leef m’n leven echt. – Catherine Keyl
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Healing TraditionsAfrican Medicine, Cultural Exchange, and Competition in South Africa,
1820-1948Ohio University Press
This is a diary of Sir Henry Rider Haggard's tour of South Africa in 1914. It captures his
feelings and perceptions on the change of Southern Africa, and of himself, since his departure
in 1881.
The idea that the period of social turbulence in the nineteenth century was a consequence of
the emergence of the powerful Zulu kingdom under Shaka has been written about extensively
as a central episode of southern African history. Considerable dynamic debate has focused on
the idea that this period – the ‘mfecane’- left much of the interior depopulated, thereby
justifying white occupation. One view is that ‘the time of troubles’ owed more to the Delagoa
Bay Slave trade and the demands of the labour-hungry Cape colonists than to Shaka’s empire
building. But is there sufficient evidence to support the argument? The Mfecane Aftermath
investigates the very nature of historical debate and examines the uncertain foundations of
much of the previous historiography.
Robert J. Houle examines the history of faith among colonial Zulu Christians (known as
amaKholwa, ) in what would become South Africa, arguing that Africans successfully
naturalized Christianity. Houle believes that before the religion could take hold, several aspects
of Christianity needed to be "translated" to fill critical gaps between existing African beliefs and
Christian tradition. This dual identity was difficult to reconcile through much of Zulu Christian
history, but ultimately transformed both the Zulu Christians and their adopted faith
"Today's fiction is increasingly populated by multilingual urban societies in all their rich cultural
variety," contends Bernard Botes Krüger, making a persuasive case that "readers need to
'hear' authentic sounding dialogue from the mouths of foreign-language characters-something
which mere translations into standard English can never adequately accomplish." The concept
of foreign-language dialogue in fiction is not new; many accomplished authors of the past have
used a variety of subtle techniques to help their readers understand instances of 'foreign'
dialogue. However, those techinues have never been thoroughly isolated and examined-until
now. Using Britain's 'Colonial Era' literature as a starting point in this work, the author
discusses and systematically catagorizes every type of 'device' used in the past, assembling in
the process a veritible toolbox of techniques which aspiring writers can implement to enrich
their multilingual dialogue.
This book compares the nineteenth-century settler literatures of Australia, Canada, South
Africa, and the United States in order to examine how they enable readers to manage guilt
accompanying European settlement. Reading canonical texts such as Last of the Mohicans
and Backwoods of Canada against underanalyzed texts such as Adventures in Canada and
George Linton or the First Years of a British Colony, it demonstrates how tropes like the settler
hero and his indigenous servant, the animal hunt, the indigenous attack, and the lost child
cross national boundaries. Settlers similarly responded to the stressors of taking another’s
land through the stories they told about themselves, which functioned to defend against
uncomfortable feelings of guilt and ambivalence by creating new versions of reality. This book
traces parallels in 20th and 21st century texts to ultimately argue that contemporary settlers
continue to fight similar psychological and cultural battles since settlement is never complete.
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